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Curators:
Rogelio López-Cuenca
Sergio Rubira (IVAM Exhibitions and Collection Deputy Director)
MªJesús Folch (assistant curator of the exhibition and curator of IVAM)
THE EXHIBITION INCLUDES WORKS BY ARTISTS FROM MORE
THAN 70 PUBLIC AND PRIVATE COLLECTIONS
Francisco de Goya y Lucientes (National Calcography), Francisco
Lamayer, César Álvarez Dumont, Antonio Muñoz Degrain (Prado
Museum), José Benlliure (Benlliure House Museum), Joaquín Sorolla
(Sorolla Museum of Madrid), Rafael Senet and Fernando Tirado
(Museum of Fine Arts of Seville), Mariano Bertuchi and Eugenio
Lucas Velázquez (National Museum of Romanticism), Marià Fortuny
i Marsal (Reus Museum, Tarragona), Rafael de Penagos (Círculo de
Bellas Artes de Madrid, Institut del Teatre de Barcelona, MAPFRE
Collection), Leopoldo Sánchez (Museum of Arts and Customs of
Seville), Ulpiano Checa (Ulpiano Checa Museum of Madrid), Antoni
Fabrés (MNAC and Prado Museum), Emilio Sala y Francés and
Joaquín Agrasot (Gravina Palace Fine Arts Museum, Alacant), Etienne
Dinet and Azouaou Mammeri (Musée d’Orsay), José Ortiz Echagüe
(Museum of the University of Navarra), José Cruz Herrera (Cruz
Herrera Museum, Cádiz), Gabriel Morcillo (Bank of Spain Collection),
Tórtola Valencia (Institut del Teatre de Barcelona), Mariano Fortuny
y Madrazo (Costume Museum of Madrid), Pablo Picasso (Picasso
Museum of Barcelona, Málaga and Paris), Henri Matisse (Musée
départemental Matisse, France), Georges Rouault (Centre George
Pompidou), Paul Klee (MAPFRE Collection and Folkwang Museum,
Essen, Germany), August Macke (LWL - Museum fur Kust und Kultur,
Munster and Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum, Madrid), Baya (Galerie
Maeght), Francisco Iturrino (Álava Museum of Fine Arts), Gaëtan
Gatian de Clérambault (Musée du quai Branly - Jacques Chirac),
Lenhert & Landrock and Rodolphe Neuer (private collections), Van
Leo (American University, Cairo), Max Penson (private collection),
Max Alpert, Fedor Fedorov, Georgi Lipskerov, Ivan Shagin, Arkady
Shaikhet, Georgi Zelma (Lafuente Archive), among many others… And
contemporary artists Yto Barrada, Maha Maamoun, Aikaterini Gegisian,
Youssef Nabil, Raed Yassin, Adel Abidin, Babi Badalov, Bady Dalloul,
Ali Cherri, Moataz Nasr, Antoni Bites, etc.
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INTRODUCTION
1978 saw the publishing of one of the foundational texts in the
questioning of the great narratives that marked the discourses of
postmodernity. This work was Orientalism, by Edward W. Said. Said
(Jerusalem, 1935 - New York, 2005), a Palestinian, raised in Jerusalem
and Cairo, trained in Princeton and Harvard, and a professor of
literature in Columbia, wrote it as a way of getting to know himself:
he wanted to “inventory the traces upon me, an Oriental subject,
of the culture whose domination has been so powerful a factor in
the life of all Orientals”. The book Orientalism thus revealed how the
West - France and England, mainly - had written the East through a
discipline that did not involve knowledge, but recognition.

↑
Moataz Nasr (Alejandría, Egipto, 1961)
Rose (The Slave Market), 2016 Impresión cromogénica en papel
de algodón sobre Dibond, 185 x 146,5 cm Cortesía del artista y de
Galleria Continua, San Gimignano / Pekín / Les Moulins / La Habana
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INTRODUCTION
Orientalism is then analysed as the institution built to deal with
the East - dealing with it in the sense of giving opinions about
it, authorising views on it, describing it, showing it, placing it,
governing it, in short, Orientalism as a Western style of domination,
restructuring and maintenance of authority over the East. The
East was built, following the tradition of binarism characteristic of
Western thought, as opposed to the West. The East was an inverted
reflection of the West; it was what the West is not. This discipline,
Orientalism, set in the nineteenth century, was based on a series
of ideas received and stereotypes that had been formed over the
centuries and responded to the interests of power. These ideas
received and these stereotypes are still maintained today and define
the images we currently consume in the West about the East through
the media, films and advertising.
This exhibition aims to analyse some of these stereotypes through
their images from the end of the 18th century, with Napoleon’s
expedition to Egypt, until 1956, the year in which Morocco and Tunisia
became independent, through more than 600 works from museums
and private collections such as the Prado Museum, the Thyssen
Bornemisza Museum and the Reina Sofía Museum in Madrid, the
Centre Georges Pompidou and the Musée d’Orsay in Paris, and the
Victoria and Albert Museum in London.
Orientalisms has been structured based on different case studies
that go through this period and articulate the exhibition narration,
evidencing what these images produced between the end of the
18th century and the middle of the 20th century were hiding about
violence against the bodies and territories delimited as the East,
based on the confrontation with some works of current artists, who
take a critical position before the Orientalist constructions, and the
exhibit labels, which collect texts and other Orientalist images and
reflections of postcolonial thinkers.
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ORIENTALISM IN THE 19TH CENTURY
Orientalisms starts with a few engravings that reproduce the
Napoleonic iconography associated with Napoleon Bonaparte’s
military campaign in Egypt and Syria between 1798 and 1801. Even
though this campaign was a disaster, its images served to reinforce
the conqueror image of who would later become the emperor of
France presenting him as a romantic hero and fixing some of the
stereotypes that would circulate later about the East, such as those
picturing the irrational fierceness and the passivity of the Oriental
bodies, as can be seen in the group of Berbers and Mamluks that
Anne-Louis Girodet de Roussy-Trioson portrayed facing the French
troops in the Revolt of Cairo, and those who appear surrendered
at Napoleon’s feet in the Battle of the Pyramids by Jean-Antoine
Gros. These engravings are accompanied by some volumes of the
Description de l’Égypte, which aimed to catalogue all known aspects
of ancient and modern Egypt following the encyclopaedic fixation
that dominated the Enlightenment thought, thus contributing to
the wish to dominate that territory through archaeology, geography,
natural history and ethnography. It was no longer a military conquest
but a civilising mission that wanted to help a decaying Egypt
restore the splendour of the times of the pharaohs, as shown in the
frontispiece of the first volume.

←
Joaquín Sorolla y Bastida
(Valencia, 1863-Cercedilla, 1923)
Moro con naranjas, 1885-1886
Óleo sobre lienzo, 101 x 65,5 cm
Madrid, Museo Sorolla
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ORIENTALISM IN THE 19TH CENTURY
This room includes oil paintings, drawings and engravings of the
Orientalist trend developed during the 19th century in Spain.
The paintings have been set up as in a nineteenth-century hall,
emphasising how the orientalising themes were repeated by
accumulation without hardly any changes, and are complemented
with documents and pictures of the same period showing the way in
which the idea of the East was built, an East that was to the South
from a Spanish point of view, throughout that century. This section
also includes some paintings and a fan that refer to the African
War (1859-1869), which established the basis for Spanish colonial
domination over Morocco, and help historically contextualise the
production time of many of those images.
There are also fantasies, harems inhabited by odalisques available
to the viewer, dead Arabs or hashish consumers defeated by drugs,
passive street vendors sitting waiting and very detailed portraits
approaching the ethnological taxonomies aiming to classify, order and
rank these bodies that were considered different. Also included are
images of artists and aristocrats disguised as Orientals such as the
well-known portraits of the Dukes of Montpensier and those by Marià
Fortuny i Marsal; of Islamic buildings and ancient ruins devastated or
inhabited by the guides of those first western tourists that were used
as a stopover; or photographs of the study of North African women’s
clothing by Gäetan Gatian de Clérambault.

Emilio Sala y Francés
(Alcoi, 1850-Madrid, 1910)
Fumador de Kif, 1872
Óleo sobre lienzo, 81 x 151 cm
Colección Diputación de Alicante-MUBAG
↓
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ORIENTALIST FASHION
This section shows paintings, drawings, pictures, advertisements,
cosmetic objects, fashion images and dresses inspired by the
Orientalist frenzy produced in Parisian society, and then in Europe,
by the arrival of Sergei Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes to Paris in 1909.
Drawings of scenographies and costumes have also been included
for the representations of the Ballets Russes created by artists such
as Alexander Benois and Georges Roualt, which help to understand
how this new Orientalist fashion was established during the 10s and
20s of the 20th century, which fashion designers like Paul Poiret, with
his turbans and harem pants, and Mariano Fortuny y Madrazo, with
his robes inspired by the jellabas or the prints of their clothings, took
to the streets of European cities and the houses of the bourgeoisie,
taking it off the stage.
In addition to the Ballets Russes, there were a number of dancers
who contributed to the development of this fashion. Associating with
figures such as the biblical Salome, the mythical Cleopatra and The
1001 nights’s Sherezade, all three with some femme fatale allure another stereotype -, Loïe Fuller, Ida Rubinstein, and Tórtola Valencia
used the topical figure of the exotic dancer to rid dance of the
restrictions of ballet.

←
Rafael de Penagos
(Madrid, 1889-1954)
Baile de Máscaras, 1912
Témpera sobre lienzo, 140 x 140 cm
Círculo de Bellas Artes, Madrid
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SOVIET ORIENTALISM
While the purpose of Soviet photographers on their trips to the
Central Asian Muslim republics of the USSR was to document
the social and political changes that had brought about the 1917
Revolution and the processes of modernisation (and/or conquest)
caused by the great engineering works driven by the government of
Joseph Stalin, they could not help depicting an image of the East
that revived many of the topics that had been fixed by 19th-century
Russian Orientalist painters. Thus, some of the pictures taken by Max
Penson, Max Alpert, Arkadi Shaikhet and Giorgi Zelma, despite the
authenticity effect of the technique they used, were based on topics
that were not far from many of those that Diaghilev took to Paris with
his Ballets Russes.
Something similar happened with the political propaganda addressed
to these countries. It highlighted the exotic elements and dominated
the exaggerated and theatrical poses, even more in the posters that
had an anti-Islamic intention, produced especially during the FiveYear Plan (1928-1932), in which caricature and satire predominated.

↓
Max Penson
Sin título, s.f. Gelatina de plata sobre papel, 30 x 40 cm
Colección Rebeca Camacho
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THE TRIPS
Francisco Iturrino and Henri Matisse travelled to Tangier in the winter
between the years 1911 and 1912. Their direct experience of Morocco
did not call into question the discourse of aesthetic and ideological
authority that had been established about the East, but reinforced it
through their paintings. They searched in Morocco for what they had
been told they had to find there. Something that Matisse would later
rebuild in his study in France, in an operation with much nostalgia for
a lost time and place.
Very shortly after, in 1914, the expressionists August Macke and
Paul Klee travelled to Tunisia. As tourists, they followed almost
scrupulously the routes established by the guides, which were
falsely imposed as the most appropriate way to know a country and
obviously also participated in the colonial discourse of dominance
over those territories.

↑
Henri Matisse
(Le Cateau-Cambrésis, Francia, 1869-Niza, Francia, 1954)
Odalisque étendue, s.f.
litografía color laminada sobre cartón fuerte, 54 x 63 cm
Musée départemental Matisse, Le Cateau-Cambrésis
© Sucesión H. Matisse/ VEGAP/2019
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THE TRIPS
In relation to Iturrino and Matisse’s odalisques and harems and the
landscapes and street scenes by Macke and Klee, the exhibition
shows View of Fez, by Algerian painter Azouau Mammeri, and Slave
of love and light, by French painter converted to Islam Etienne Dinet.
Although Mammeri and Dinet were trained in academicism and used
the topics of Orientalism, they were little appreciated by the critics of
the time; the former, due to his origin, and the latter, because of his
conversion.
Mammeri and Dinet’s paintings contrast with some of the postcards
that Lehnert & Landrock produced of Egypt, Tunisia and Algeria
during the first decades of the 20th century. They clearly show how
the bodies of the inhabitants of those territories were racialised and
sexualised and the way in which some of the themes and issues of
Orientalism circulated.

↑
José Ortiz-Echagüe
Mora de Fez 3 (Fátima), ca. 1912
Carbón directo sobre papel fresson, 36.5 x 27 cm
Museo Universidad de Navarra
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ORIENTALISM FOR THE MASSES
The images of the Other are not produced and disseminated because
they are real but because they reflect the concerns of those who
produce those images and those who consume them. It is our fears,
our fantasies and obsessions that are expressed through such stories
and characters. But not only that, since clichés and stereotypes are
propagated through the most popular forms of image creation - the
media and, most notably, commercial advertising and fictional films
- and we end up reproducing them while they configure most of our
ideas. This part of Orientalisms includes examples of advertisements,
comics and films that respond to these ideas that are received,
underlining how they were distributed massively

←
R. Yquierdo
La mezquita, 1930
Chapa en relieve, 50 x 33,5 cm
Colección Carlos Velasco
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ENCOUNTERS
The account of art history tells that Pablo Picasso and André Breton
were fascinated by the Algerian artist Baya and his work when they
met her through the Maeght family of gallery owners in 1947. It has
also been claimed that Baya was the inspiration of Picasso for his
series Women of Algiers and Breton would include it in the Exposition
Internationale du Surréalisme, which was held the same year. They
sought in her the authentic and the irrational that was presupposed
by her gender and her origin, ignoring her life story that made her
know very early the works of avant-garde artists that her mentor
collected.
Baya’s works have been set up with Picasso’s drawings and engravings
from the series Women of Algiers, dedicated to the homonymous
painting by the romantic painter Eugène Delacroix, and also with
the prints of La Californie focusing on the odalisques. These series
were also a tribute to Henri Matisse, who had recently passed away,
and show how Orientalist images are perpetuated through works
of art. Something similar happens with the scenes based on The
Turkish Bath by Jean-Dominique Ingres, which Picasso reinterprets
transforming them into a brothel.
When Lee Miller left her modelling career in New York she moved
to Paris to train as a photographer with surrealist Man Ray. Lee
Miller became one of the most relevant figures in the photography
of the 30s and 40s, both for her surrealising photographs and
for the way she faced reporterism. It was through her, who was
living in Egypt between 1934 and 1937, that Armenian Van Leo first
learned about the surrealist approaches in photography to give
them a new interpretation. Her series of self-portraits, in which
she adopts different roles, seems to present ahead of time many
approaches around the construction of identities, underlining their
performing character.

←
Baya (Fatima Haddad)
(Bordj El Kiffan, Argelia, 1931-Blida, Argelia, 1998)
Femme allongée visage bleu, 1947 Gouache sobre cartón,
49,5 x 64,5 cm Collection Isabel Maeght,
París © Galerie Maeght, París
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SPANISH ORIENTALISM, AGAIN
One of the issues in which the last section is insisted is that in which
the categories of “the Spanish” and “the Oriental” are related. In
the prologue to the Spanish edition of Orientalism, Edward W. Said
recognised that one of the great gaps in his text was the exclusion
of Spanish Orientalism, an absence that was perhaps due to the fact
that Spain’s relationship with Islam was an exception compared to
France and Britain’s, and, by extension, the rest of Europe.
This relationship was different, not only because of our own history Islam was part of our culture for centuries - but perhaps because at
some point, the transit between the Enlightenment and Romanticism,
what was called “the Spanish” approached, if it was not assimilated
in some way, to what began to be built at the same time as “the
Oriental”. These two terms could fall into a different broader category
- underlining “category”, since classifying is one of the hobbies of
those others that, by opposition, called themselves “the Western”
-, which is “the exotic”, although perhaps all these substantive
adjectives - the Spanish, the Oriental, the exotic - were nothing but
synonyms, because that - the Spanish, the Oriental and the exotic was what the first nineteenth-century travellers sought beyond the
Pyrenees. However, Spain, more often than not, was disappointing
because it was a threshold, a place in the limits, it was the border,
it was neither Oriental enough nor Western enough. This happened
to the organisers of the Universal Exhibition of Paris in 1900, who felt
disillusioned by the Spanish pavilion, as they expected more “bulls,
and gypsy and Moorish presence.” To compensate for this lack, the
Andalusia in the time of the Moors “scene” was designed, including,
in addition to flamenco and bulls, shows such as gunpowder races or
Moroccan fantasies.

←
Mariano Bertuchi Nieto
(Granada, 1884-Tetu.n, Marruecos, 1955)
Alcazarquivir, 1940
Papel litografiado, 22 x 15 cm
Colección Carlos Velasco
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SPANISH ORIENTALISM, AGAIN
Meanwhile, in Spain one more category, the Moorish, is subjected to
an exorcism that seeks its neutralisation as the essential component
of its undeniable collective identity, fetishising its exoticism and
exploiting the symbolic capital of its difference as a tourist attraction,
as can be seen in the tourist posters produced, first, by the National
Tourism Board and, later, by the Directorate-General for Tourism.
These neutralisation strategies are also reproduced in the Moors
and Christians festivals, in which an idealised other becomes a mere
aesthetic object, instead of a political and historical subject, by
placing it in a fantasy past in which it is always defeated.
This idealisation also occurs in the paintings of the Andalusians
Gabriel Morcillo and José Cruz Herrera, in which the Orient is again
shown as an imaginary space of desire: a lost paradise supposedly
rediscovered, whether in the chimerical delicacy of courtly luxury, or
in the sensual intensity of an exotic everyday life that is still imagined
as authentic.
Mariano Bertuchi, who has been described as a “painter of the
Protectorate”, shows another peculiarity of Spanish Orientalism that
consists in disguising colonial policies with a halo of romanticism,
projecting the fantasies of the reunion in the Spanish Morocco, on the
other side, with the echoes of an idealised Moorish golden age. This
may also be seen in the photographs taken by José Ortiz Echagüe
and the painting made by his brother Antonio, during their stay at the
Rif in the early twentieth century, moving among the documentation
of a way of life that they themselves were contributing to destroy
as participants in the process of colonisation of Morocco and its
mythification.
Following similar strategies, the picturesque Moorish Guard escorted
Franco with the echo of terror for two decades, between the Spanish
Civil War and the end of the Spanish Protectorate in Morocco.

↓
Ulpiano Fernández-Checa y Sanz
(Colmenar de Oreja, 1860-Daix, Francia, 1916)
Andalucía en tiempos de los moros, ca. 1900
Litografía sobre papel entelado, 150 x 300 cm
Museo Ulpiano Checa. Colección permanente.
Colmenar de Oreja (Madrid)
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ACTIVITIES

Friday 6 March | 19:00 h
Conversation between Rogelio López Cuenca and Sergio Rubira,
curators of the exhibition.
Auditory Carmen Alborch
Saturday 7 March | 18:00 h
Tour to the “Orientalisms” exhibition guided by
Rogelio López Cuenca and Sergio Rubira,
curators of the exhibition.
Gallery 1
Sunday 8 March | 11:00 h
Tour to the exhibition “Orientalisms”
guided by Luminaria.
Wednesday 11 March | To be confirmed
Practice / workshop by the performer
and dancer Ola Maciejewska.
To be confirmed
Thursday 12 March | 19:30 h
POSAR EL COS (POSING ONE’S BODY). Performance
“Loie Fuller: Research” by Ola Maciejewska.
Main hall
29 and 30 de mayo
Conference on “Orientalisms”,
for more information: ivam.es

These activities are free, subject to available places.
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CATALOGUE

The exhibition will have a catalogue made with the texts of the
following six authors specialised in the field: Gema Martín, Santiago
Alba, Ali Behdad, Joseph Allen Boone, Sergio Rubira and Rogelio
López Cuenca. It analyses the Orientalist imaginary and questions
the purposes for which it served, offering new perspectives on the
implicit or explicit messages of the artists’ pieces.
The catalogue is available in the museum’s online store:
tienda.ivam.es/
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CURATOR BIOGRAPHIES
Rogelio López Cuenca (Nerja, Málaga, 1959) is an artist who has worked
on this Orientalist imaginary from a critical point of view. One of his
most prominent projects in this sense is El Paraíso es de los extraños, in
which he wanted to demonstrate the way in which the West has built its
images of the East. One of the favourite themes of Orientalist painting
on which López Cuenca has systematically investigated is the harem. In
his own words: “Turned into a fetish object, the obsession to lift the veil
[…] can only be interpreted as a fantasy of realising a desire for visual
control over the female body and as a metaphor for the violation of
taboo that prevents entry into a forbidden territory - haram in Arabic.”
Oriental harems were a forbidden territory; no Westerner could enter
them. These exotic places populated with nineteenth-century paintings’
sensual odalisques, which repeated the same stereotypes over and
over again, are constructions that respond to the repressed sexuality
of Europeans and their aspiration for domination over the East. These
imagined harems “do not speak of the other, but of us,” as López
Cuenca himself acknowledges. He was recently dedicated an important
retrospective by the Reina Sofía Museum.
Sergio Rubira is the Institut Valencià d’Art Modern (IVAM) Collection and
Exhibitions Deputy Director General in València. He is a Professor of Art
History at UCM and was the academic secretary of the Master’s Degree in
Contemporary Art History and Visual Culture, UAM, UCM and Reina Sofía
Museum. He directed the “Madrid45” training program of Comunidad de
Madrid between 2015 and 2017. He was the director of the international
photography magazine EXIT and art critic of El Cultural supplement for
El Mundo newspaper. He was the co-director of the Image Symposium
of Comunidad de Madrid (2005-2009); the Contemporary Spanish Art
Symposium, held between the Helga de Alvear Foundation, La Casa
Encendida and the MAC Gas Natural Unión Fenosa (2012-13), and the
course “Curating the present”, La Casa Encendida (2013-2016). He directed
the Department of Research, Data, Documentation, Questioning and
Causality (DIDDCC) of CA2M (2016). He was part of the curatorial office
RMS La Asociación, with which he developed projects such as Impossible
Show (Temporary Gallery, Cologne, 2013-14); Contextos en desús (Centre
d’Art La Panera, Lleida, 2012); Sur le dandysme aujourd’hui (CGAC,
Santiago de Compostela, 2010). His curating projects apart from RMS The
Association include: La idea en un signo (Alcobendas Art Centre, 2017);
Colección XIII: Hacia un nuevo museo de arte contemporáneo (CA2M,
Móstoles, 2016); Genealogías del punk, punk, post punk y contra punk
(CA2M, Móstoles, 2015); Situaciones (Art Cologne, the Venice Biennale,
and Centre d’Art La Panera, 2015); imaginar_historiar, with Mónica Portillo
(CA2M, Móstoles, 2009); and La mirada a estratos, with Estrella de Diego
(Museum of Zamora, 2003). He has written in numerous publications
of institutions including OK Centrum, Linz; MUDAM, Luxembourg;
Centre Pompidou-Metz, the Venice Biennale, the Kunsthall Grunland in
Porsgrunn, Norway, the PS1-MoMA in New York, Tranzit in Prague, the
FRAC Bourgogne and the Musée de Beaux Arts de Dijon.
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comunicacion@ivam.es
+34 963 176 600
Guillem de Castro, 118
46003 Valencia

Timetable:
Tuesday to Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Friday from 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Closed Monday

